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§ 116.422

(d) Main vertical zones. (1) The hull,
superstructure, and deck houses of a
vessel, except for a vehicle space on a
vehicle ferry, must be subdivided by
bulkheads into main vertical zones
which:
(i) Are generally not more than 40
meters (131 feet) in mean length on any
one deck;
(ii) Must be constructed to:
(A) The greater of A–30 Class or the
requirements of paragraph (b) of this
section, or;
(B) Minimum A–0 Class where there
is a Type 8, 12 or 13 space on either side
of the division; and
(iii) May have small horizontal steps,
if the steps:
(A) Do not exceed 20% of the mean
length of the main vertical zone or 8
meters (26 feet), whichever is smaller;
and
(B) Must be constructed to A–60
Class, or minimum A–0 Class where
there is a Type 8, 12 or 13 space on either side of the division.
(iv) May be extended to a maximum
mean length of 44 meters (144 feet) on
each deck by the Commanding Officer,
Marine Safety Center provided the
maximum distance between the furthermost points of the bulkheads
bounding the main vertical zone also
does not exceed 44 meters (144 feet).
(2) Vehicle decks on a vehicle ferry
must be subdivided. Where main
vertical zones are impractical due to
the vehicle carrying configuration,
main horizontal zones may be provided.
The decks bounding such a zone must
be of at least A–30 construction or
meet the requirements of paragraph (c)
of this section, whichever is greater.
(e) Draft stops. In concealed spaces
above ceilings and between linings and
the shell of a vessel, draft stops must
be fitted not more than 13.7 meters (45
feet) apart in the horizontal direction
and at each deck level in the vertical
direction unless otherwise permitted in
paragraph (f). Draft stops must be of at
least B-Class construction and be fitted
in a vertical position.
(f) On vessels with no overnight passenger accommodations, draft stops are
not required above/around large public
spaces provided all of the following
conditions are met:

(1) The space in question is surrounded by A-Class divisions or extends
to the outer shell of the vessel.
(2) The space in question is open and
unobstructed such that a fire in any
part of the space will quickly be discovered.
(3) The area above the ceiling is easily accessible from below for fire fighting purposes.
[CGD 85–080, 61 FR 900, Jan. 10, 1996; 61 FR
20556, May 7, 1996; 61 FR 24464, May 15, 1996,
as amended at 62 FR 51348, Sept. 30, 1997;
USCG 1998–4442, 63 FR 52191, Sept. 30, 1998]

§ 116.422 Ceilings, linings, trim, interior finish and decorations.
(a) Ceilings, linings, and any furring
incidental to their installation in control spaces, passageways, stairways,
accommodation spaces and service
spaces must be of noncombustible material in accordance with § 164.009 in
subchapter Q of this chapter, or other
standard specified by the Commandant.
(b) Bulkheads, linings and ceilings
may be covered by a combustible interior finish provided that such a finish
is:
(1) Approved under § 164.012 in subchapter Q of this chapter, or other
standard specified by the Commandant;
or
(2) Listed by Underwriters Laboratories, does not exceed 2 millimeters
(.075 inches) in thickness, and has a
flame spread rating of not more than 20
and a smoke developed rating of not
more than 10 when tested in accordance with ASTM E 84 (incorporated by
reference, see § 114.600) or UL 723 by an
independent laboratory.
(c) Bulkheads, linings, and ceilings in
high risk accommodation spaces may
have a combustible veneer trim and
decorations that do not meet the requirements of paragraph (b) of this section, provided:
(1) The overall thickness of the combustible veneer does not exceed 2 millimeters (.075 inches); and
(2) The total volume of the combustible face trim, moldings, and decorations, including veneers, in any space
does not exceed a volume equivalent to
a 2.5 millimeter (0.1 inch) veneer on the
combined area of the bulkheads and
ceiling of the space.
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(d) Combustible veneers may not be
used in passageways, stairway enclosures or in low risk accommodation
spaces. Combustible veneers, trim and
decorations may not be used in or extend into hidden spaces such as behind
linings or ceilings.
(e) Partial bulkheads or decks used
to subdivide a space for artistic treatment and privacy must meet the requirements of Class C bulkheads.
(f) Nothing in this subpart may be
construed as prohibiting the covering
of any surface, including the surfaces
of corridors, stairway enclosures, and
hidden spaces, with a reasonable number of coats of paint or with a marine
finish meeting the requirements of
§ 164.012 in subchapter Q of this chapter
or other standard specified by the Commandant.
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[CGD 85–080, 61 FR 900, Jan. 10, 1996, as
amended at 62 FR 51349, Sept. 30, 1997; USCG–
2000–7790, 65 FR 58462, Sept. 29, 2000]

§ 116.423 Furniture and furnishings.
(a) For the purpose of this subpart,
rooms containing ‘‘fire resistant furnishings’’ are considered to be those in
which:
(1) Furniture such as chairs, sofas,
and similar items are tested and meet
the requirements in UL 1056 ‘‘Fire Test
of Upholstered Furniture,’’ or meet the
requirements in § 72.05–55 in subchapter
H of this chapter.
(2) Case furniture such as bookshelves, desks, cabinets, counters, beds,
or other freestanding furniture are constructed in accordance with the requirements in § 72.05–55 (a)(1) in subchapter H of this chapter.
(3) Draperies, curtains and other
similar furnishings and decorations are
flame resistant. These materials must
be tested in accordance with National
Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 701
‘‘Fire Tests for Flame Resistant Textiles and Films,’’ and must comply
with either the small or large scale
tests.
(4) Rugs and carpet may be used in
addition to deck coverings. Rugs and
carpets must be constructed of 100 percent wool or equivalent as determined
by a flame spread rating not exceeding
75 and a smoke developed rating not
exceeding 100 when tested according to
ASTM E 84 (incorporated by reference,

see § 114.600) or have a critical radiant
flux not less than 0.8 watts per square
centimeter (18 BTU’s per hour per
square inch) when tested according to
ASTM E 648 (incorporated by reference,
see § 114.600) ‘‘Critical Radiant Flux of
Floor-Covering Systems Using a Radiant Heat Energy Source,’’ and with a
specific optical density not to exceed
450 in both flaming and nonflaming
modes when tested according to ASTM
E 662 (incorporated by reference, see
§ 114.600) ‘‘Specific Optical Density of
Smoke generated by Solid Materials.’’
Also:
(i) Rugs and carpets shall not extend
up bulkheads or vertical surfaces more
than 10 centimeters (4 inches) above
the deck.
(ii) Rugs and carpets are not permitted in machinery spaces, high risk
service spaces, or areas where the spillage or leakage of flammable or combustible liquids is possible including
areas immediately adjacent to bar
service areas.
(b) Passageways and stairway enclosures shall contain only fire resistant
furnishings. In addition, all upholstered chairs, sofas, etc., in these
areas, shall be tested and meet the requirements in UL 1056 or have padding
and upholstery of approved fire resistant materials.
[CGD 85–080, 61 FR 900, Jan. 10, 1996, as
amended by USCG–2000–7790, 65 FR 58462,
Sept. 29, 2000]

§ 116.425

Deck coverings.

(a) Except as provided in this section,
deck coverings used for leveling or finishing purposes in control spaces, stairway enclosures, passageways, accommodation spaces and service spaces
must be noncombustible.
(1) Materials approved under § 164.006
in subchapter Q of this chapter may be
used in thicknesses not to exceed the
approved thickness.
(2) Combustible deck leveling and finishing materials which are not approved under § 164.006 in subchapter Q
of this chapter may be used in a thickness not to exceed 9.5 millimeters (.375
inches).
(b) [Reserved]
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